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remains firmly committed to our mission of improving scholarship on Palestinian affairs, expanding the pool of experts knowledgeable
about the Palestinians, and strengthening linkages among Palestinian, American, and foreign
research institutions and scholars.

Ar ound t hePARC
PARC is at a celebratory moment in our history.
After nearly 20 years, we are still here! Working
on Palestine is never easy, and finding support
and funding to sustain our efforts is even harder.
Despites these obstacles, our collective endeavors to shed light on Palestine persist, thanks to
our generous donors, our committed leadership,
our resolute PARC research and travel fellows,
and our steadfast members.
We are grateful for our U.S. Department of Education American Overseas Research Center
grant that enables PARC to bring back our
newsletters once again. The newsletters offer
profiles of the remarkable work of our U.S. and
Palestinian research fellows, highlight the experiences of travel to Palestine of the U.S. professors on our Faculty and Media Development
Seminars, present PARC activities at MESA, and
provide information on other significant PARC
endeavors.
We appreciate the dedicated leadership of the
PARC U.S. Board of Directors and our Palestine
Advisory Board. Their tireless efforts to preserve PARC when opportunity was bleak and
their thoughtful guidance in fostering growth,
has allowed PARC to prosper. Our leadership

We applaud our U.S. and Palestinian research
fellows who pursue their projects with a steady
dedication to scholarship as well as a sense of
responsibility to bring light to sometimes tangled and buried knowledge on Palestine. Their
collective body of work is remarkably impressive, and often groundbreaking. We share pride
in their achievements as we follow them through
their careers and delight in their significant contributions to advancing the study of Palestine.
The U.S. professors who participate in our twoweek Faculty and Media Development Seminars
are, for the most part, making their very first trip
to Palestine. Many participants take away from
our program a sense of urgency about Palestine
and a strong desire to give back. They dedicate
themselves wholeheartedly to bringing Palestine to their U.S. campuses and the larger communities in which they work. Their commitment
and their accomplishments inspire us.
Finally, we are exceptionally grateful for the
PARC community. Our faithful members and
generous donors not only take a keen and deep
interest in our work, but also help sustain us financially. Their continuing support invigorates
us both materially and, as importantly, in intangible ways through the steadfastness of their
commitment to PARC.
In short, thanks to YOU, our donors, leadership,
research and travel fellows, and members, PARC
can persist in the pursuit of our mission of advancing scholarship on Palestine.
Penelope Mit chell
PARC Execut ive Direct or

A M em ber of the Council of Am er ican Over seas Resear ch Center s

2017 PARC Board of Direct ors

Par c Is pl eased t o
announce...
PARC announces its sixth Nat ional Endowment for t he Humanit ies competition for scholars conducting field- based research in Palestine in the humanities or research with a humanistic approach. Applicants must be scholars who have earned
their PhD or completed their professional training. The program is open to U.S. scholars and scholars who have lived in the
United States for a minimum of three years immediately preceding the application deadline. (U.S. citizens living out side the
U.S. are also eligible.) Application deadline: January 15, 2018

PARC announces its 19th annual U.S. Research Fellowship
competition for doctoral students and scholars who have
earned their PhD. Field-based research may take place in
Palestine, Israel, Jordan, or Lebanon. Applicants must be U.S.
citizens. Application deadline: January 8, 2018
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PARC announces its ninth annual Facult y Development Seminar on Palestine. This two-week travel seminar is for U.S. faculty members from any field of study who have a demonstrated
interest in, but little travel experience to, Palestine. The program will host 10 to 12 U.S. faculty members to participate in
Jerusalem-based activities that will include roundtable discussions; visits to Palestinian universities, research institutes, and
cultural and civil society organizations; tours of historic cities;
as well as meetings with Palestinian colleagues. Application
deadline: January 17, 2018

PARC announces its third Media Development Seminar on
Palestine. This two- week travel seminar is for U.S. faculty
members with a demonstrated interest in, but lit tle travel experience to, Palestine. The program will host 10 to 12 U.S. journalism/film/ communications/media faculty members to participate in Jerusalem-based activities that will include roundtable
discussions; visits to university media departments, local media
outlets, and cultural and civil society organizations; tours of
historic cities; as well as meetings with Palestinian scholars and
members of the Palestinian media community and civil society.
Application deadline: January 12, 2018

For more information, please visit
http://parc-us-pal.org.
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PARC PANELON HEBRONAT
MESA2017
H eb r o n i n t h e M o d er n Per i o d : So ci al , Po l i t i cal , an d
Eco n o m i c D y n am i cs i n So u t h er n Pal est i n e

This panel focuses on the city of Hebron and the greater surrounding region of Mount Hebron
as a dynamic social, political, and economic ecosystem during the Ottoman, British Mandate,
post-1948, and post-1967 periods. Within the historical literature on modern Palestine, Hebron
has been and remains relatively marginal in comparison to the coastal cities of Gaza, Jaffa, and
Haifa; the more northerly highland cities of Jerusalem and Nablus; and other religiously
significant cities like Nazareth and Bethlehem. Home to al-Haram al-Ibrahimi/the Tomb of the
Patriarchs, one of the most significant sites of shared religious meaning to the three major
Abrahamic faiths, Hebron?s historical significance has often been reduced to that of violent
religious and communal confrontation, a characterization that has retained currency in recent
decades by the provocations perpetrated by Israeli settlers inside Hebron?s Old City and the
ascendance of Islamic politics in the city. This focus on conflict has often come at the expense of
analysis of Hebron?s social, cultural, political, and economic dynamics? as a city, on a regional
level, and in relation to other Palestinian (and, especially after 1948, Jordanian) cities and
regions.

PARC@ MESA

Organizer: Alex Winder
Chair/ Discussant : Issam Nassar: History, Illinois State
University.
Panelist s:
Susynne McElrone: History, Independent Scholar.
?Rethinking the paradigm of Ottoman land-tenure reforms
in Palestine in light of new evidence?
Alex W inder: History, Post-doc at Brown University.
?Family, Social, and Professional Networksin Mount
Hebron Before and After 1948?
Kimberly Kat z: History, Towson University. ?The Law
and Society: Hebron under Jordanian Rule, 1951-1953?
Belal Shobaki: Political Science, Hebron University.
?Hebron in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict: Settlement
Without Peace?

Join u s f or a PARC
in f or m at ion al session on
?Or gan izin g St u den t Tr ips t o
Palest in e? on Sat ., Nov 18,
4:30-5:30PM in Park Tower Suite
8281 (L).
If you?ve ever thought about
organizing a trip for your students
to Palestine, please join us to
discuss ideas, challenges and
possibilities.
PARC Executive Director Penelope
Mitchell and Joshua Stacher from
Kent State University will lead the
session.
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PARC PANELON EDUCATION
AT MESA 2016
on years of ethnographic work in the West
In the aftermath of Bank, gave a nuanced portrait of violence in
boys schools in the West Bank, and in particuthe longest sustained
teacher's lar its social reverberations and political
strike in Palestine, causes and consequences. Joshua Stacher
Mai Abu- Moghli (Kent State University), returning from a
and Mezna Qato PARC-sponsored Faculty Development Semiorganized a panel nar in Palestine, offered a deep investigation
at MESA 2016 in Boston, titled "Success as into the settler colonial manifestations of
Subjugation: Palestinian Education Under subjugation on higher education capacities.
Settler Colonialism." From nationalist political Yamila Hussein (Boston Public Schools) and
discourse to World Bank reports, education is Mezna Qato (University of Cambridge), the
former an educaoften touted as one of
tion scholar, and
the most significant
the latter a histosuccesses of post- 1948
rian of education,
Palestinian life. Educapresided over a
tion has entered into
lively conversation
the very core of Palesand debate with
tinian sense of self and
audience members
society. This panel
on the origins and
pushed through this
consequences of
trope, and considered
education mythothe ways in which edulogies, the benefits
cation has come to be
and perils of alterboth shaped by the
native
educcontexts under which it
tion, and
chalhttps://www.slideshare.net/UNICJakarta
is sought, and contour
lenges facing tea- chers
/the-long-journey-english-captions
possibilities for Palestinian
under conditions of confutures. By locating education in the everyday lives of Palestinians, tainment, and some of the ways they can be
these papers attended to education as a site supported. Given the enthusiasm for the
not just of achievement, but of subjugation, topic, and with PARC support, Qato, AbuMoghli and Hussein, will be preparing a spedenial, thwarted hope, negotiation, ambivalence and freedom. In so doing, they unpacked cial issue on Palestinian education for a leadthe stakes of thinking about Palestine through ing education journal, as well as a set of essays
education, for teachers, students, education for general readerships on the history of, and
scholars, parents and broader society. Mai contemporary issues in, education, in Palestine and its diaspora.
Moghli (Institute of Education, London), based
By Mezna Qat o
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MARY AND ADIB BAMIA
PALESTINIAN RESEARCH
FELLOWSHIP

HUMANS OF HEBRON

By Aida Bamia
The Mary and Adib Bamia Palestinian Research
Fellowship is a statement of love and gratitude to my
parents. Their unfailing encouragements and
support throughout my academic journey emanated
from their deep belief in the power of education.
They considered a woman's education a guarantee
of her dignity and a valuable inheritance that would
benefit her and her society.
It is with this concept in mind that I offer this
research fellowship in my parent's name, to benefit a
Palestinian female student and provide her with an
opportunity to acquire the highest possible level of
education to benefit her and her society.

During her research, PARC Fellow
Susynne McElrone created an
online English/Arabic blog about
Palestinian daily life in Hebron,
complimented by her captivating
photography. To visit the blog,
please click here:
http://humansofhebron.weebly.com

STANFORD BOOK
DONATIONS
PARC would like to thank
Standford University Press
for their generous donation
of books to PARC?s Ramallah
Library.
If you are a PARC Fellow and
are interested in
contributing your
publication to PARC's
research library in Ramallah,
please contact PARC at
usoffice@parc-us-pal.org.
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PARCELECTIONRESULTS
We would like to congratulate Heidi Morrison who will be the new
PARC Faculty Development Seminar (FDS) representative to the
PARC Board of Directors. Heidi?s experience on both the FDS and as
a PARC fellow will bring an important perspective to PARC
leadership.

MORE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR r esear ch AND cul t ur al
her it age Pr eser vat ion
Mult i-Count ry Research Fellowship Program

W hy Support PARC?

(Research at PARC included in t his program)
Applicat ions due January 31, 2018
Approximat ely eight awards of up t o $10,500 each

The Council of American Overseas Research Centers (CAORC)
Multi-Country Research Fellowship Program supports advanced regional or trans- regional research in the humanities, social sciences,
or allied natural sciences for U.S. citizens who are doctoral candidates and scholars who have already earned their Ph.D. Preference
will be given to candidates examining comparative and/or crossregional research. Scholars must carry out research for a minimum
of 90 days in two or more countries outside the United States, at
least one of which hosts a participating American overseas research
center.
For further information and to apply, please go to
https://orcfellowships.fluidreview.com
Responsive Preservat ion Init iat ive for Cult ural Herit age Resources

-

-

-

Support excellence in
scholarship on
Palestine.Make a
difference in the lives of
Palestinians by
empowering scholars and
enriching scholarship in
and on Palestine.
St ay up t o dat e on
publications, research,
and activities related to
Palestine.
Net work with a diverse
array of scholars around
the world who share your
interest in Palestinian
affairs.

(Research at PARC included in t his program)
Supported by the J.M. Kaplan Fund, CAORC announces the new Responsive Preservation Initiative (RPI) for Cultural Heritage Resources. The RPI program will fund projects for urgent, emergent, or
priority issues that need to be addressed quickly. Small grants are
available for rapid emergency projects in Algeria, Cyprus, Egypt,
Greece, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Libya, Morocco, The Palestinian Territories, Tunisia, Turkey, and Yemen.
Applications will be considered on a rolling basis. To learn more, visit
https://www.jotform.com/CAORC/jm-kaplan-fund

Click Here
t o Join PARC, Renew
Your Membership,
and/or Donat e
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PARC2016- 2017 FELLOWPROFILES
Sor aya Abuel higa

Fr edr ik MEITON

Vanished Bodies as
Nationalized Spaces:
Palestinian Street Art
Portraiture and the
Aesthetics of
Disembodiment

Electrical Palestine: Arab
and Jewish Technopolitics
Under British Rule

Nisa ar i

MEZNA QATO

Cultural Mandates:
Art and Political Parity
in Early Twentieth
Century Palestine

Education in Exile:
Palestinians and the
Hashemite Regime
(1948-67)

nadeem Kar kabi

Ahmad amar a

Conquered Fears and
Constructive Pains: Body,
Affect and Sovereignty
among Palestinian
Parkour Practitioners in
the Old City of Jerusalem

Governing Property in
Beersheba between the
Ottoman Imperial and the
British Colonial Policies
(1917-1928)

Nour a er akat

Susy nne McELRONE

Justice for Some: Law as
Politics in Question of
Palestine

Muna daj ani
Land Politics in the
Batouf Valley: Farming
as Politics

The 1858 Land Code and
Rural Property Tenure
in late-Ottoman Hebron

Basim Ay esh
Evaluation of interleukin
28-B polymorphism in
chronic HCV patients and
its potential association
with treatment outcome
in Gaza Strip-Palestine
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PARC2016- 2017 FELLOWPROFILES
RANIAYOUSEFABUSEIR

mOHAMMEDALROZZI

EBV Infection and the
Risk of Hodgkin
Lymphoma among
Palestinians

Children?s Work and
Education in the
Context of Second
Intifada in Gaza Strip

l ena eLMUTI
The Industrial Nakba: A
Public Health Study of
Industrial Dumping in
Palestinian Cities

mar wan ghanem
Gender Empowerment
and Treated Wastewater
Reuse in Ein Qinia
Village, Ramallah Palestine

Wahiba abu RAS &
mAHASINSALEH
Challenges and
Determination: The
Case of Palestinian
Parents of Children with
Disabilities

DUAA ABUaMSHA
Historical linguistic
change in the verbal
inflection system of
Palestinian Arabic: Jaffa
and Gaza dialects in
contact

Ibr ahim mar azka
Heterotopias: Spaces
for the Practice of
Freedom.
Philosophical
Investigations into a
Spatial Category

SAID SHEHADEH &
LENA MEARI
Reconceptualizing
Resilience from a
Palestinian Perspective:
A Preliminary
Investigation

suhad daher - Nashif
Femicide's hidden victims:
Examining the lives of
mothers, sisters, and
daughters of murdered
Palestinian women
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FELLOW PROFILES
SORAYA ABUELHIGA
Vanished Bodies as
Nationalized Spaces:

ously transform the process of
mourning into a performance
of nationalism.

My methodology is largely ob
servational, and will incorpo
Palestinian "Street Art"
rate both personal interviews
Memorial Portraiture and with various subjects and pho
the Aesthetics of
tography as a critical research
tool to supplement formal
Disembodiment
analyses of the artwork. Re
Soraya Abuelhiga is a doctoral student at the search will be conducted primarily in Haifa,
University of California, San Diego. She can Jaffa, Jenin, Nablus, and Ramallah.
be reached at sabuelhi@ucsd.edu.
The significance of my work centers on my in
My project attempts to examine how Pales
terdisciplinary engagement with Palestinian
tinians visualize and incorporate into public street art. Neither strictly ethnographic analy
space the absent bodies of the dead and miss
ses of resistance and martyrdom nor strictly
ing as a means of nationalizing occupied land
aesthetic analyses of graffiti have been able to
scapes, undermining dominant origin histories do justice to the phenomenon of Palestinian
produced by the imperial imaginary of Israeli street art memorials. Moreover, these memo
statehood, and resisting the spatial demands of rials remain largely undertheorized, as more
Israeli colonization. I aim to present how the recent interests in urban Arab art continue to
aesthetic disembodiment of the dead in two
center on post-Arab Spring Egypt and typically
dimensional murals, graffiti, and makeshift subscribe to mainstream conceptions of street
memorials consisting of stenciled, animated, or art, which cannot accommodate and thus ex
photographic portraits promotes a flattening clude the popular creation of martyr memori
of individual identity
als that are ubiquitous
"MY STUDY NECESSARILY REDEFINES
in the interest of illus
Palestine.
throughout
trating national iden STREET ART TO BETTER SUIT A SPECIFICALLY Thus, my study necestity across the imper
sarily redef�nes str:�t art
PALESTINIAN
CONTEXT
AND
ENVIRONMENT,
ial landscapes of Is
to better suit a spec1f1cally
W
INTELLECTUAL
PROMOTE
AND
ILL
AN
raeli statehood. These
Palestinian context and
elaborately decorated UNDERSTANDING OF PALESTINIAN 'ART IN environment, and will
martyr memorials and
promote an intellectual
_
public imagery rede THE STREETS' AS A PRACTICE OF COMMUNAL
.. understanding of Palesfine "street art," and SOVEREIGNTY IN IMPERIAL CONDITIONS
tinian "art in the streets"
call attention to the
as a practice of communal
strategic role of visual aesthetics within a sovereignty in imperial conditions, while ad
specifically Palestinian project of national ex
vancing preexisting scholarship on the role of
pansion. In their nationalizing of seized land
mourning in the development of aesthetic
scapes through the visualization of bodies dis
modes of anti-imperial resistance.
membered and disappeared by ongoing Israeli
military and extrajudicial violence, Palestinians
creatively appropriate the colonial trope of the
anthropomorphized nation, and simultane-
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FELLOW PROFILES
NISA ARI
Cultural
Mandates: Art and
Political Parity in
Early Twentieth
Century Palestine

man Hunt. While "Palestinian art " describes a
concept largely unspoken prior to 1948, my
dissertation studies how early twentieth
century art production in Palestine formu
lated many of the historically distinctive pre
occupations, practices, and modes of circula
tion that marked this l ater artistic field.

While oriented to the field of Palestinian
studies, the dissertation equally engages deNisa Ari is a PhD Candidate in History, T heory,
bates from the discipline of art history. The
and Criticism of Architecture and Art at the
majority of historians of early twentieth cenMassachuset t s Inst it ut e of Technology (MIT).
tury art in Palestine have focused on the pilShe can be reached at nisa@mit.edu.
grimages of European and American artists to
My dissertation investigates how the complex the "Holy Land:' Scholars who have investi
set of political forces impacting Palestine in gated local artistic production have seg
the early twentieth century pl ayed a determented their discussions between the art
mining role in the formation of the field of histories of Arabs (primarily Muslims and
Palestinian art. The rise of an inter- related Christians) and J ews, reflecting ground-level
system of art practices and exhibition sp aces conditions in Palestine, such as the socio
from the final decades of the Ottoman Empire cultural separation of the yishuv (the J ewish
to the nakba (1876-1948) occurred ag ainst a
settlement in "pre-State Palestine") and operpolitical landscape marked by the dissolution ative political divisions. My dissertation both
of a ruling Muslim majority, the rise of Zionrevises and augments these histories in order
ism, the First World War, B ritish military and to analyze the effects of Palestine's tumulcolonial occupation, and the regional growth tuous administrative shifts on local artistic
of Arab nationalism. My "W
HILE' PALESTINIAN ART' DESCRIBES A production.
dissertation explores ho�
CONCEPT LARGELY UNSPOKEN PRIOR TO The study examines the
a nascent art worl�
n
_
W ways in which European
Pale�tme formed withi� n 1948 MY DISSERTATION STUDIES HO
Zionist, B ritish governEARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY ART
and in response to these
mental and Arab Palesforces, and was copro- PRODUCTION IN PALESTINE FORMULATED
r
rn a
duced by local artists, imMAN Y OF THE HISTORICALLY
c:���ibute� �: : �:��
migrant practitioners, and
DISTINCTIVE PREOCCUPATIONS,
cent "cultural sector" in
international agents. Re- PRACTICES, AND MODES OF CIRCULATION
Palestine as part of the
vealing previously oveTHAT MARKED THIS LATER ARTISTIC volatile struggle for porlooke ? conn ctions amo�
litical parity between
FIELD."
ng their practices, I examJ ews and Arabs. As
ine in this context the work of Palestinian
Palestinian art thrives today, substantially
artists including Nicol a S aig, Sophie H alaby,
aided by NGOs created to support Palestine
Zulfa al-Sa'di, and Tawfiq J awharriyeh, in adin the wake of the Oslo Accords, this study
dition to the work of early Zionists and other
draws a compelling lineage between pre
foreign artists in Palestine including Ephraim
l948 Palestinian history and contemporary
Moses Lilien, Zeev B en- Zvi, the American
cultural politics in Palestine.
Colony Photo Department, and William Hol-

r .

'

. r
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FELLOWPROFILES
around which defiant-playful subjectivities are constituted by playing with fear and pain. More
specifically, I aim to explore how
Conquered Fearsand
Constructive Pains: Body, play is practiced to reclaim moments of embodied sovereignty
Affect and Sovereignty
among Palestinian Parkour through the excitement of risktaking and illicit sensations.

Nadeem kar kabi

Practitioners in the Old City
The Jerusalem Parkour team conof Jerusalem

sists of about 20 practitioners, between 16 and 24 years old, who
Nadeem Karkabi is a Buber Fellow at t he play mainly in the Old City. The leading practitioners also train four groups of about 80 beMart in Buber Societ y of Fellows in t he Humanit ies at Hebrew Universit y. He can be ginners at a small sports hall in the area. For
the purpose of my ethnographic research, I inreached at nkarkabi@gmail.com.
tend to actively join one training group, conParkour is a combination of sportive practice, duct observations with other groups (espeaesthetic performance, and a
cially with the group
form of play that includes
"In t his sense, I int end t o
training children), and
jumping over fences, climbing
accompany the practiinv est igat e how par kour in
on walls, vaulting over contioners when they play
Pal est ine, and specif ical ly in
crete structures, and rolling
outdoors. In addition, I
over sand dunes or cement Jer usal em, coul d be under st ood as will conduct openruins. Parkour started in
ended interviews with
France two decades ago and a j oy f ul r esil ience ar ound which some of the particisoon became a global phe- def iant - pl ay f ul subj ect iv it ies ar e pants to gain insight
nomenon that reached Pales- const it ut ed by pl ay ing wit h f ear about lives of young
tine through social media.
Jerusalemites beyond
and pain."
Amidst restrictions of moveparkour.
ment throughout Palestine,
the practice became popular among young The examination of parkour results in valuable
adolescents who looked for new ways to cope realizations in theories of affect, play, perforwith their lives through hyper- movement in mance, and space. It tells us about what can be
done with our body in an array of social and
confined spaces.
polit ical interpretations that shed light on our
Their unusual movement in space brings par- engagement with the world through the senses
kour practitioners the ability to expand their and embodied emotions. Considering these
physical and emotional capacities into new exaspects in the Palestinian context, this reperiences of being in the world. Emotions of search aims to understand the attempts of
joy, freedom, and courage, as well as ?negative? subordinate subjects to radically claim selfemotions of fear and pain, play a role in par- authority through playful experiences. Furkour in stimulating constructive perceptions thermore, it would expand our knowledge of
about the self and the lived environment. In the workings of power in occupied Jerusalem
this sense, I intend to investigate how parkour and the strategies of youth in coping with soin Palestine, and specifically in Jerusalem,
cial marginalization in a politically divided
could be understood as a joyful resilience
11
city.

FELLOW PROFILES
NOURA ERAKAT

stand the national interests that informed states' positions on United Na
tions General Assembly and Security
Justice for Some: Law Council resolutions. I will conduct legal
as Politics in Question research to study the laws of war in or
der to demonstrate their plausible inof Palestine
terpretation and application. Finally, I
plan on conducting interviews with
stakeholders in order to fill in the gaps and re
construct untold narratives, about the PLO's
Noura Erakat is an Assistant Professor at
calculations that informed its strategy at the
George Mason University. She can be
UN.
reached at nerakat@gmu.edu.
The book will answer salient questions in
Justice for Some: Law as Politics in Question
cluding, why did Occupation Law fail to regu
of Palestine is a book project that intends
late or cease the occupation? How has the
to show how the imbrication of law and
distribution of power in the UN Security
politics has formatively impacted the
Council incapacitated international legal
Question of Palestine and to consider the
mechanisms aimed at state accountability?
relevant implications for the ongoing
How did the dynamic malleability of the laws
Palestinian struggle for freedom. The text
of armed conflict expand Israel's right to use
will highlight how relations of power have
force and diminish protections for Palestinian
shaped the content and application of
civilians? As a sub- text,
interna
tional law both to ad
THE PARC FELLOWSHIP WILL ENABLE ME the book will also ex
plain how international
vance and blunt Israeli as
TO
RECONSTRUCT
THE
PLO·S
LEGAL
law is entwined with
well as Palestinian inter
ests. In so doing, my ADVOCACY WITHIN THE UNITED NATIONS politics and thus inde
terminate and subject to
work will show how the
DURING THE 197OS.
change, reverence, or
law is both a site of op
pression and resistance for Palestinians. The disregard depending on the political interven
tion of states and people.
project will help demonstrate how the rela
tionship between law and politics has shaped
the present-day status quo on the question of
Palestine as well as what Palestine, as a case
study, tells us about the relationship between
All PARC fellows are invited to submit
law and politics. In particular, the PARC fel
their latest news for one of our
lowship will enable me to reconstruct the
upcoming newsletters. Please send
PLO's legal advocacy within the United Na
information on post-docs, promotions,
tions during the 1970s.
new positions, publications, conferences,
I am combining legal analytical and scholarly
etc. We look forward to hearing from
approaches to examine the history of law, its
you! Please send your information to
application, and its manipulation in regard to
usoffice@parc-us-pal.org with the subject
the PLO's activity within the UN during the
II
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ALUMNI UPDATES

1970s. I will use archival research to under-

"Alumni Updates."
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FELLOWPROFILES
Rather than focusing on past oral and
documented histories of what agriculture used to look like, the Batouf Valley allows us an opportunity to learn
Land Politics in
the Batouf Valley: from experiences, testimonies, and the
lived experiences of Palestinian farmFarming as
ers who have remained on their land.
Politics
This research will adopt a largely
qualitative and ethnographic approach, drawing on theoretical and methodological tools from critical political ecology,
social movements theory, and land politics. It
will utilise qualitative tools such as in- depth
Muna Dajani is a researcher at t he Transboundary Climat e Securit y in t he Jordan interviews, participant observation, and
working closely with the community in a parRiver Basin at The London School of Economticipatory manner, as well as audio and visual
ics. She can be reached at
tools.
m.d.dajani@lse.ac.uk.

Muna daj ani

Agricultural and farming livelihoods in the Studying social movements in Palestine using
a multidisciplinary lens of
Palestinian context of re"Rat
her
t
han
f
ocusing
on
critical political ecology will
source control and exclusion
have been shown to acquire past or al and document ed allow for a more comprehenpolitical subjectivity, where hist or ies of what agr icul t ur e sive and deeper analysis of
the dynamics of everyday enfarmers?collective action for
reclamation of
resource used t o l ook l ike, t he Bat ouf vironmentalism and active
citizenship of the marginrights plays a pivotal role in
Val l ey al l ows us an
strengthening communities? oppor t unit y t o l ear n f r om alised, namely farmers under
Israeli occupation. The multibelonging to the land. My reex
per
iences,
t
est
imonies,
and
scalar approach?institutional,
search aims to examine the
distinctive livelihood practemporal, and spatial?of pot he l iv ed ex per iences of
tices by which farming acPal est inian far mer s who litical ecology will allow critiquires political subjectivity in
cal contributions that bridge
the Batouf Valley by investi- hav e r emained on t heir l and. " the knowledge of anthropolgating the role of Sumoud
ogy, environmental history,
(?steadfastness?or ?staying on the land?) as a and place- identity politics. Critical engagemform of cultural resistance. The Galilee has alent with literature and theorisations of social
ways been a central focus of Jewish/Israeli sciences to produce critical knowledge on
land- acquisition efforts from the 1940s until Palestinians inside Israel is paramount in
this day. Since the creation of the Israeli state, overcoming theoretical and epistemological
several regulatory policies have been devised limitations of studying Palestine. This will be
and implemented by the Israeli government to achieved by making use of comparative literatighten the control on land use and ownership, ture on land politics and studying colonial land
while facilitating the Jewish encroachment on dynamics in subaltern studies.
and expropriation of Palestinian land.
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Fr edr ik MEITON

its inhabitants, as well as the strategies of both Zionism and Palestinian
nationalism.

Electrical Palestine:
Arab and Jewish
Technopolitics Under
British Rule

My study starts from the assumption
that political power, like electrical
power, is channeled through material
structures and technologies, whose
properties structure its flow. As such,
it departs from the conventional understanding of power by shifting the focus
from overt political manifestations to attend
Fredrik Meit on is a Post doct oral Fellow at to the subtler ways that power circulated and
Nort hwest ern Universit y. He can be reached accumulated in Mandate Palestine. The study
at fredrik.meit on@nort hwest ern.com.
draws on the holdings of the Israel Electric
Corporation and a range
My research project, Elec"El
ect
r
ical
P
al
est
ine
l
inks
up
of other state and municitrical Palestine, charts the
pal archives in Palestine,
construction of Palestine?s
wit h a bur geoning t r end ?
Israel, and the United
electric grid, designed and
somet imes r ef er r ed t o as 'new
Kingdom.
built in the mandatory pemat
er
ial
ism'
?
of
gr
owing
int
er
est
riod, as it co- evolved with
Electrical Palestine links up
the increasingly divided
t o Middl e East er n schol ar s,
with a burgeoning trend?
economy, politics, and socif ocusing in par t icul ar on t he sometimes referred to as
ety of the area. My work
?new materialism??of groenv ir onment al and
shows how, over course of
wing interest to Middle
the mandatory period,
inf r ast r uct ur al or igins of
Eastern scholars, focusing
Palestine evolved in tandem
in particular on the envist at es. "
with its power system both
ronmental and infrastrucconceptually and materially. Materially, I
tural origins of states. These studies emphashow, the borders of the mandate were
size the significant and context- specific immapped onto the power system and strucpact of the technologies themselves on the
tured an ethno- national division of capital,
process of state- building. My study adds to
land, and labor that carried over into Jewish
this conversation by recovering the powerful
statehood and Palestinian statelessness. Coninfluence of the ?free market? logic that drove
ceptually, conceiving of and building the systhe vision for British Palestine, and also by
tem also produced Palestine as a bounded enshowing the intimate linkage between capitity with a distinct political, social, and ecotalism and technology in the emergence of
nomic character. Electrification thus particimodern Palestine and the Arab- Israeli conpated in producing Palestine as a national
flict.
space, an economy, and an object of nationalist contention. The precise properties of the
technology itself had a fundamental and lasting impact on the territory that emerged affecting the economic and political relations of
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larly heightened popular mobilization,
while considering education?s role in
transforming the political- economic
and
social capital of those under
Education in Exile:
Palestinians and the Hashemite rule. In order to strengthen
this on- going project, I will examine
Hashemite Regime the archives of several schools to un(1948-1967)
derstand the history of the development of schooling infrastructures, especially looking at the archives of Khaduri College to deepen my understanding of its role in
the expansion of teachers in the aftermath of
the 1948 war. Finally, I will conduct more exMezna Qat o is a Junior Research Fellow at
tensive interviews with women teachers who
t he Universit y of Cambridge. She can be taught in the northern West Bank, in order to
reached at mq212@cam.ac.uk.
incorporate fully their stories of simultaneously educating (and being educated) into (and
In the aftermath of the 1948 war and the dispossession of the majority of Palestinian against) Hashemite subjecthood and a project
for liberation and return.
refugees into Jordanian terri-

meZNAQat o

tory, a massive educational in- "Wit h t his f el l owship, I hope This project will unpack
frastructure was developed to t o wr it e a social hist or y of how education came to be
accommodate the needs of school ing in t he West Bank understood, framed, and
refugee students. This educaenacted as a potentially libtional system provided the (and Jor dan mor e br oadly ) at eratory exercise by both
newly-expanded Hashemite rethe state and its subjects. In
a moment of par t icul ar ly
gime with a tool by which they
doing so, it attends to inteheight
ened
popul
ar
hoped to reproduce and conrior debates on curriculum,
mobil
izat
ion.
"
solidate a state narrative that
pedagogical practices, educould de- nationalize Palestincational built environian youth and implicate them into Hashemite ments, all coming to embody the high stakes of
legitimacy. Through curricular and instrucrepresentational power and decolonial possitional alterations and interventions, an impenbility. Weaving these debates and practices by
etrable school inspection and surveillance sysstudents and teachers with those of United
tem, and the cooperation of international Nations and government bureaucrats, develdonors and organizations, the Jordanian opment interlocutors, and intelligence officials,
regime endeavored to contain the potency of however, aims against nationalist teleology
pedagogical space for its own needs. Concomiand triumphalism by grounding Palestinian edtantly, however, Palestinians too came to reucational history in the sometimes contradicgard education as a vehicle for mobility and tory stakes of emancipatory potential, social
security in precarious times.
aspiration, and class mobility.
With this fellowship, I hope to write a social
history of schooling in the West Bank (and
Jordan more broadly) at a moment of particu-
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My research is a social- legal his
tory research that utilizes archival
resources and oral interviews. I
plan to collect archival material
concerning the formation and dis
Governing Property in
cussions of the land policy in the
Beersheba between the
Beersheba sub- district, primarily
Ottoman Imperial and the
from the Israel State Archive and
British Colonial Policies
the Central Zionist Archive. I will
(1917-1928)
also make use of personal papers
and oral history accounts. At the
theoretical level, the research engages with the
burgeoning scholarly literature seeking to bring
together insights from history, law, and space to
Ahmad Amara is a PhD candidate in
develop sharper theoretical devices for the study
History and Hebrew and Judaic Studies at
of historical legal geography.
New York University. He can be
Although the Beersheba sub- district comprised
reached at ahmadamara@gmail.com.
more than half the area of Palestine and its inhab
My dissertation research examines the processes
itants comprised about 10 percent of Palestine's
of modern state- making in the Beersheba Otto
inhabitants in 1948, the region remains marginal
man frontier region of southern Palestine, known
ized in the study of Modern Palestine. Beersheba,
today as the "Negev," between
Gaza, and Hebron have not
THE
BEERSHEBA
ALTHOUGH
1850 and 1917. The research
attracted sufficient attention
seeks to write a social and legal SUB-DISTRICT COMPRISED MORE in Palestine's studies as well
history of the Beersheba region
as cities such as al- Majdal,
THAN
HALF
THE
AREA
OF
by studying the development of
al- Faluja, or Khan- Yunis.
landed property administration PALESTINE AND ITS INHABITANTS These rare studies on the reand governance in this period.
have been predomiCOMPRISED ABOUT 10 PERCENT OF gion
During my PARC fellowship, I plan
nantly ethnographic or with
PALESTINE'S INHABITANTS IN focus on the Zionist coloto extend my dissertation research by focusin� on the first
The Bedoui� usually
.
1948, THE REGION AND ITS PEOPLE nization
_.
_
decade of the British Mandate
appear in the historical nar(1917- 1928). This decade was REMAINS MARGINALIZED IN THE ratives as an exotic or savage
f?rmative in constru�ting �alesSTUDY OF MODERN PALESTINE." other, associated with raids
tine's land system. With their ocand attacks on settlements
cupation of Palestine, the British declared their
and trade convoys. In foregrounding the legal enintention to maintain the status quo, hence the
counter between the state and Bedouins, my reOttoman land law system. At the same time,
search seeks to challenge a number of hegemonic
through a number of amendments, the British
research categories, including "Bedouin," "savwere able to transform the Ottoman land law in
agery," "tribalism," "autonomy," and "nomadism:'
the first three years of their rule, reaching a major
The research challenges the neat distinctions ofreform in 1928 with the enactment of the Land
ten drawn between imperial, colonial, and post(Settlement of Title) Ordinance. This Ordinance
colonial political orders and the tendency to treat
continues to apply with minor amendment until
the legal history of modern Palestine as if each
the present in Israel and together with other Otregime brought with it an entirely distinct legal
toman and British legislation structures exacersystem.
bates ongoing land conflict between the Israeli
government and the Beersheba Palestinians.

AHMAD AMARA

II
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Susy nne McELRONE
The 1858 Land
Code and Rural
Property Tenure
in Late-Ottoman
Hebron

the Jerusalem district and the empire. Propertytax payments were legally unquestionable proof
of ownership, and property transactions through
official channels were legally forbidden if
property- tax payments were in arrears. Up- todate tax records and payments clearly were important to both the administration and landowners.

Secondly, my research in Hebron?s shari?a- court
records has demonstrated that at least through
the end of the nineteenth century the shari?a
court continued to hear cases related to land
The implementation in Palestine of the package of
matters. It also worked in conjunction with the
property-tenure reforms inaugurated by the 1858
tapu office, continuing its traditional role as a foLand Code is not well understood. Research on
rum for land transactions alongside the new, spehistorical state and individual land tenure in
cialized institutions of the reform era. These findPalestine has focused mainly on Mandate-era soings raise the question of the relative importance
urces and the post-Ottoman interpretation of Otof the tapu title- deed on a
toman laws. Despite the abpractical level in Ottoman
"The end goal s ar e not only t o
sence of empirical evidence, it
society, a question I will adhas long been widely asserted quant if y pat t er ns of l and t enur e in
dress in my postdoctoral
that fallahin naively evaded t his t r ansit ional per iod, but al so t o
research.
individual land registration ex pl ain how Pal est inians asser t ed
and titling en masse in the
t heir hist or ical r el at ion t o t he During my fellowship tenure, I will research availlate- nineteenth century, fearl and, how t hey adapt ed moder nizing able Ottoman land records
ing additional taxation and
conscription. This is seen as a r ef or ms in t hel at e- Ot t oman per iod, for other regions of historiand how t he impl ement at ion of
cal Palestine and the work
main factor leading to rural
landlessness and the develop- r ef or ms was act ual ly car r ied out in of ?emsiye commissions
which sought out and recment of a real estate market
Pal est ine."
ommended for auction
that facilitated Zionists? land
acquisition, as wealthy merchants and notables under- utilized agricultural lands in northern Palestine, northern Jordan and southern Syria in the
registered and then sold villagers?lands.
1860s-70s. I will also conduct research and fieldMy doctoral dissertation demonstrated the unwork in Hebron?s villages. My approach is socialtenable simplicity of this long-dominant narrative
historical. This project is important because Otand began to construct its revision. First, a rural
toman land laws formed the basis of land law unproperties survey conducted village- by- village in
der the Mandate and in Israel today, according to
the Hebron district in 1876- 77 evidences an orthe principle of status quo, yet our dominant underly process of property registration with broad
derstanding of these laws has been based on legal
cooperation from villages and villagers. This surformalism. This project is a study of law- invey recorded close to half a million dunams of vilpractice and will re- script the narrative that Pallagers? individual and communal agricultural
estinians were averse to modernizing land-tenure
properties and assessed their values in order to
reforms with an empirical investigation that
calculate a new, value- based property tax. This
shows how and why villagers and villages accom0.004 percent tax quickly became one of the
modated and adopted them.
largest sources of government revenue in both
Susynne McElrone recent ly graduat ed wit h her
PhD from New York Universit y. She can be
reached at susynne@nyu.edu.
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Basim ay esh

experimental results.

Management of HCV infections with Peg-INF-?/RBV deEvaluation of Interleukin pends on a number of viral re28-B Polymorphism in
lated and host related variChronic HCV Patients and ables. The strongest hostItsPotential Association related predictor for achieving
with Treatment Outcome in a Sustained Viral Response is
single nucleotide polymorGaza Strip-Palestine
phisms (SNPs) in the interleukin 28B gene (IL28B). In a
Basim Ayesh is an Associat e
country with minimal resources
Professor at Al-Aqsa Universit y. He can be such as Palestine, effective hepatitis C infecreached at bm.ayesh@alaqsa.edu.ps.
tion management will only be possible if a priMy study will evaluate 3 interleukin 28- B ority list of infected patients is constructed.
polymorphisms (rs12979860 C>T, rs8099917 The results of the study will provide decision
makers with a vital tool for prioritizing paT>G, and rs12980275
tients for treatment and
A>G) in chronic Hepatitis
"The r esul t s of t he st udy wil l
saving costs accordingly.
C Virus (HCV) patients in
pr ov ide decision maker s wit h a Such an approach is highly
the Gaza Strip, and aims to
investigate their potential v it al t ool f or pr ior it izing pat ient s recommended by the latassociation with the tre- f or t r eat ment and sav ing cost s est international guidelines for management of
atment outcome. In paraccor dingly."
HCV.
ticular, the study focuses
on two important questions: To what degree are the relevant IL28B
SNPs common among the Palestinian HCV
chronically infected patients? And how may
these polymorphisms affect the treatment
outcome of chronically infected HCV
patients?
To begin my study, I will first collect blood
samples from well- characterized chronic
HCV- infected patients who are being managed with a combination of Pegylated IFN- ?
(Peg- INF- ?) and Ribavirin (RBV). Viral RNA
will be then be extracted and used to confirm
the infection and determine the virus genotype. Genomic DNA will be purified and used
to determine the presence of the 3 SNPs. Finally, data will be collected from the patients?
records and analyzed in conjunction with the

pl ease r enew your PARC
Member ship TODAY!
PARC appreciates the many
institutional and individual members
who have taken the time to renew
their memberships. If your
membership has lapsed, you are
receiving this newsletter as a
courtesy. Click HERE, to donate to
PARC.
PARC is grateful for your continuing
support.
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Rania yousef abu seir
EBV Infection and
the Risk of Hodgkin
Lymphoma among
Palestinians

Rania Yousef Abu Seir is an Assist ant Professor at Al- Quds Universit y. She can be
reached at abuseir.rania@gmail.com.

With these aims in mind, I plan a
case-control study of HL among Palestinians. The study has two parts:

Part A: An epidemiological study in
which 80 HL patients will complete
a questionnaire focusing on childhood and lifetime infections, medical and
family history, occupational history, and other
exposures.
Part B: A molecular assessment of the EBV
Latent Membrane Protein-1 (LMP-1) levels in
paraffin- embedded tumor samples of HL patients using immuno-histochemistry.

Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) is a common hematological malignancy among children and
young adults, yet this disease has never been In Palestine, Hodgkin Lymphoma (HL) ranks as
assessed among Palestinians. Worldwide rethe fifth most common type of cancer and is
search efforts have reported several environmost prevalent in children and young adults.
mental and genetic risk factors of HL. One HL is associated with a favorable prognosis
candidate putative virus is
following treatment with
Epstein- Barr Virus (EBV),
"t hest udy hopes t o ident if y and chemo
or
chemowhich contributes to 40
radiotherapy. The disease
subsequent ly t r eat high- r isk
to 50 percent of HL cases
and its treatment howindiv
idual
s,
t
her
eby
impr
ov
ing
t
he
worldwide. The prevaever, are associated with
lence of EBV+HL is higher
heal t h of Pal est inians."
significant short and longin developing countries.
term effects as well as a
EBV viral proteins and genomic load in HL tusubstantial risk of secondary malignancies. By
mor samples indicate EBV's pathological conestablishing a platform to study HL in Palestribution to HL. Thus, this study aims to tine and identifying risk factors for HL, in parmount a platform to examine HL in Palestine ticular Epstein-Barr Virus infection, the study
including the disease characteristics, and dehopes to identify and subsequently treat highmographic, clinical, and pathological aspects. risk individuals, thereby improving the health
In addition, the study will explore different of Palestinians. My research aims to be the
risk factors of the disease including medical first study to explore HL in the Palestinian
history, familial history, exposures through population, highlight the frequencies of varilife style and daily habits, and the history of ous histologic subtypes of HL in this populaseveral infectious agents. Furthermore, the tion, determine disease characteristics, and
study will examine the association between investigate different environmental and epiHL and EBV infection as an environmental exdemiologic risk factors in Palestine.
posure and a prominent risk factor for HL.
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termine existing contaminants in industrial
runoff and if they were also present in
groundwater. Methods used included attaining
The Industrial
two samples from groundwater and industrial
Nakba: A Public runoff from both cities. The samples were colHealth Study of lected in one-liter mason jars, covered with alIndustrial
uminum foil and placed on ice to prevent contDumping in
amination and chemical degradation. Samples
Palestinian Cities were analyzed for organic pollutants using gas
chromatography- mass spectrometry (GC- MS)
Len a Elm u t i is a r ecen t gr adu at e of t h e at the Environmental Health and Toxicology
Un iver sit y of Illin ois College of M edicin e Unit at Birzeit University. Several of the chemicals found in the water samples in the prelimian d Cen t er f or Global Healt h . Sh e is cu r nary data are considered neurotoxins, terator en t ly a r esiden t at t h e Un iver sit y of
gens, endocrine disruptors, and even carcinoCh icago an d can be r each ed at
gens.
len aelm u t i26@gm ail.com .
Future methods will include
Toxic dumping by Israeli in" As a r esul t of adv er se
reanalyzing the same locadustrial zones into Palestinian
tions, but on a larger scale. Ten
heal t h ef f ect s in Isr ael i
waterways has been a detrisamples from each source will
mental public health concern. cit ies, sev en indust r ial zones be collected and analyzed to
As a result of adverse health
hav e been r el ocat ed t o
attain a larger data set and aleffects in Israeli cities, seven
low for more consistent reindustrial zones have been Pal est inian cit ies t hr oughout sults, confirming the chemicals
relocated to Palestinian cities t he West Bank. This st udy most frequently present in the
throughout the West Bank.
f ocuses on t wo Pal est inian groundwater and industrial
This study focuses on two
runoff. To determine the exPalestinian cities, Salfit and cit ies, Sal f it and Tul kar m, tent of damage a toxin will
Tulkarm, which house the Iswhich house t he Isr ael i
have on human health, quanraeli Barkan Industrial Zone
tification is crucial. The level of
and Geshuri Industries, re- Bar kan Indust r ial Zone and each toxin will be compared to
Geshur i Indust r ies,
spectively. Organizations like
its respective minimal risk
Friends of the Earth Middle
level, which is an estimate der espect iv ely."
East have documented unfined by the Agency for Toxic
regulated dumping of agroSubstances and Disease Registry and deterchemical pesticides, batteries, gasoline mines a specific ?safe? level of daily exposure
byproducts, and heavy metals into drinking one can have to a particular toxin. Since there
and groundwater of various West Bank cities. are few studies documenting toxic contaminaHowever, there are few previous studies with tion of water near industrial complexes, this
qualitative or quantitative evidence of these study will raise awareness on an important entoxins. This study focuses on a crucial public vironmental and public health concern. The
health concern: to determine which pollutants results of this research project may also be
exist in groundwater in these regions and their used to advocate for families and workers afimpact on human health.
fected by these industrial complexes.
Preliminary data was obtained in 2014 to de-

Lena el mut i
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Mar wan ghanem

been using local, village spring water for their agricultural activities.
More recently, some of them are
Gender Empowerment using the treated wastewater,
and Treated Wastewater which is flowing from Al- Tireh
wastewater plant in the wadi of the
Reuse in Ein Qinia
spring along five kilometres of the
Village, Ramallah flow path.
Palestine
My methodology will include a review of the national and international literature regarding women?s empowerment within
Marwan Ghanem is an Assist ant Professor at the Palestinian areas. A questionnaire will be
Birzeit Universit y. He can be reached at designed to assess socio- economic and environmental impact on the reuse of treated
mghanem@birzeit .edu.
wastewater in the study area, and the data
Wastewater reuse is increasingly important in will be analysed using SPSS software. Spring
Palestinian urban and pre- urban areas where and treated wastewater sampling will be carwastewater can serve as a new source of waried out for hydro-chemical analysis and then
ter in otherwise waterplotted on a map uspoor areas. In order to "An incr eased awar eness of wast ewat er ing GIS. Training will
maintain a sustainable
be conducted for
r euse in ur ban ar eas, ev en f or
wastewater reuse prowomen on the reuse
gram, it is essential that communit ies t hat hav e wat er net wor ks, is of wastewater for
Palestinian
women?s
agricultural activities.
a st r at egic need f or t he Pal est inian
roles are clearly identiWomen?s pre- and
publ iC."
fied, recognized, and
post- training acceptsupported as benefiance of reusing treated wastewater will be
ciaries and users of treated wastewater. The analyzed to ascertain the effectiveness of the
objectives of the study will be to improve the training program.
empowerment of Palestinian urban and preurban communities and individuals, particularly women, to make informed decisions
about the reuse of the treated wastewater.
The investigation will focus on the effect of
For news and updates in Palestinian Studies,
women?s training on their reuse of treated
follow PARC on Facebook and Twitter.
wastewater.

Follow PARC on
Facebook and Twit t er!

An increased awareness of wastewater reuse,
even for communities that have water networks, is a strategic need for the Palestinian
public. This research will be conducted in the
Ramallah Al- Tireh quarter and Ein Qinya village in the western part of Ramallah. The
farmers of Ein Qinya, especially women, have

Twit t er
@parc _us_pal

Facebook
www.facebook.com/Palestinian
AmericanResearchCenter
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Wahiba Abu Ras & Mahasin Sal eh
Wahiba Abu-Ras is an Associat e Professor at
Adelphi Universit y. She can be reached at
abu-ras@adelphi.edu.
Mahasin Saleh is an Associat e Professor at
Universit y of Nort h Texas. She can be
reached at Mahasin.saleh@unt .edu.

Identifying and addressing the mental
Challenges and
health needs, supDetermination:
port, and coping
The Case of
strategies, as well
Palestinian Parentsof as resiliency and
Children with
growth of Palestinian parents, will imDisabilities
prove the quality of
care they and their children receive, build resiliency, and strengthen their problem-focused
coping strategies. Because their own psychological distress will impact their children with
disabilities and may lead to an increased risk of
violence, by attending to the entire family?s
mental health, our study can increase each
family member?s health and effectiveness
while reducing this potential for violence.

The study findings will inform social workers,
Parents of children with mental, psychological, mental health professionals, and policymakers
physical, and or intellectual disabilities are at
about the types of stress these particular parhigh risk for various family
ents face, ethnic/race- based
life problems, emotional and
discrimination, coping stra"Ver y f ew , IF ANY, St udies
psychological distress, and
tegies, stigma, and barriers
about
P
al
est
inian
par
ent
s
experiencing difficulties in
to care. These findings will
everyday life. The topic of wit h chil dr en wit h disabil it ies lay the groundwork for sochildren with disabilities and
cial and clinical intervention
hav e been under t aken. our
the impact on their parents?
trials that will help mental
psychological well- being has st udy r epr esent s an at t empt health providers develop
been well researched with
t o f il l t his LARGE gap. "
more effective services for
majority populations in the
parents with children with
United States. Few psychiatric epidemiological disabilities. Helpful and support ive parents and
studies, however, have addressed psychologienvironments are crucial in helping children
cal distress among Arab parents with children with disabilities learn new skills to further fawith disabilities in Arab countries and very cilitate their inclusion.
few, if any, studies about Palestinian parents
with children with disabilities have been undertaken. Our study represents an attempt to
fill this large gap.
The concern for the mental health of parents
of children with disabilities is consistent with
the goals of social work research to generate
knowledge and provide better services to minority and other underserved populations.
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suhad daher - Nashif
Femicide's Hidden Victims:
Examining the Livesof
Mothers, Sisters, and
Daughters of Murdered
Palestinian Women

approach, examining femicide
in four Palestinian geo-political
contexts: West Bank, Gaza
Strip, Israel, and Jordan.
The main question that the research will answer is: How are
the lives of women in the family
of a murdered Palestinian
woman re-constructed?

This study will employ both quantitative and
qualitative research methods. The quantitative
Suhad Daher-Nashif is a lect urer at Al-Qasimi approach will include a questionnaire distributed to women?s rights NGOs for their adminCollege of Educat ion. She can be reached at
istration. In addition, the questionnaire will be
suhadh@hot mail.com.
distributed to women known to have experiMy research documents and analyzes the lives enced femicide in their immediate or extended
of Palestinian women, mothers, sisters, and families. The qualitative work will include
daughters before, through, and after femicide open-ended interviews with surviving women,
occurs in their families. The term femicide interviews with women?s rights organization
refers to the murder of women and girls by a leaders, and women?s rights activists and offifamily member or members by virtue of their cial policy makers. Archival work and textual
gender. Femicide is a worldwide social practice
analyses will also be conthat also exists within
ducted on relevant docu"This st udy wil l be a val uabl e
Palestinian society. Sevments such as laws, fatwas,
cont r ibut ion and a t ool f or
eral research articles
media reports, NGO rehave attempted to anaact iv ist s and human r ight s
ports, and official published
lyze
the
sociostatistics.
or ganizat ions t o t ake int o
economic, legal, and political contexts of femi- consider at ion t he inv isibl e v ict ims My study will provide
activists and policy makers
cide, and suggested soof f emicide whil e spur r ing changes with position papers based
lutions within the socion the point of view of these
in l egisl at ion and r egul at ions
ety or the law. These
scholars have also noted
r el at ed t o women and domest ic women. This study will be a
valuable contribution and a
the participation of
tool for activists and human
mothers or sisters in
perpetuating the crime while statistics have rights organizations to take into consideration
shown that in many cases sisters or mothers of the invisible victims of femicide while spurring
femicide victims are killed soon afterwards. changes in legislation and regulations related
This study is the first to delve deeply and to women and domestic violence.
holistically into the lives of the hidden voices of
femicide, and aims to reveal the psychological,
behavioral, social, and economic effects of
femicide on women survivors? lives. My research will take a structural and comparative
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MOHAMMED AL ROZZI
Children's Work and
Education in the
Context of Second
Intifada in Gaza Strip

groups, face-to-face interviews,
participant observation, and
diaries. This methodology will
be applied in two areas in Gaza
Strip including Alshati' camp
and Beitlahia, to ensure the di
versity of case studies collected
and to reflect the wider reality
of children ages 10 to 18 across
Gaza.

The importance of the research lies in its potential to reveal many aspects of children's
lives in the Palestinian context. Besides its
main focus (i.e. work of the children), the research seek s to explore one of the many root
The context of the second Intifada, charactercauses of child labour including the state of
ized by mass impoverishment and unemthe education system in the Palestinian terriployed, has pushed increasing numbers of tories. More specifically this work examines
children to dropout of schools and to join the how the education system' s failure in suplabour market. The present available research porting at-risk youth facilitated an increasing
on child labour in Gaza lacks the qualitative number of school dropouts into the child
understanding of children's work as seen by labour workforce. My research critically sur
children themselves. The
veys the transforma
intended research aims MORE SPECIFICALLY THIS WORK EXAMINES tion of the motives of
at understanding the
HOW THE EDUCATION SYSTEM'S FAILURE IN the education system
multi-faceted aspec�s of
and subsequ nt �on.
the phenomenon dnvmg SUPPORTING AT-RISK YOUTH FACILITATED AN sequences of �its failure
child labour through an INCREASING NUMBER OF SCHOOL DROPOUTS resulting in mass unanthropological lens exemployment. The planINTO THE CHILD LABOUR WORKFORCE.
amining the day- to- day
ned research responds
realities of working children. In particular, my to an urgent need to inform public policy de
research examines an inter-generational percision makers with a comprehensive under
spective of work and education, how ideals of
standing of the pushes and pulls of Palestinian
children and childhood have evolved in the children driven to the child labour market.
last three generations, and how these ideals
have contributed to the current social construction of child labour. Moreover, my study
attempts to understand the relational aspects
of children's work, and how their work contributes to their everyday negotiation of social order and space.
Mohammed Al Rozzi is a doctoral student at
the University of Fribourg, Switzerland. He
can be reached at
mohammed.alrozzi@outlook.com.

II

11

To answer the research questions, I use a va
riety of ethnographic methods including focus
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DUAa AbuaMSHA
Historical Linguistic
Change in the Verbal
Inflection System of
Palestinian Arabic: Jaffa
and Gaza DialectsIn
Contact

fan dialect will be undergoing
changes due to contact with Gazan
speakers.

Methodology & Data Collection:
To investigate verbal system changes in the Jaffan dialect, I have
examined and compared samples
of the natural speech of the Gazan
and Jaffan dialects. I collected data
by interviewing both Gazan and
Dua AbuAmsha is a doct oral st udent at
Jaffan male and female speakers from four
Calgary Universit y. She can be reached at
different age groups who live in Gaza. Also,
noorduaa2010@hot mail.com.
male and female speakers who still live in Jaffa
My research aims to explore the effects of the were interviewed, and they served as the conPalestinian- Israeli political conflict on lantrol group against which the speech of the
guage age change in Palestinian Arabic (PA). speakers living in Gaza is compared. To get
More specifically, I am studying contact- speakers to speak using the different tenses of
induced historical changes in the verbal inpast, present, and future, participants were
flectional system, mainly changes in tense/asasked questions about their earlier lives,
pect markers on the PA verb, which the Jaffan things they do now, and things they would like
urban dialect has undergone because of conto do in the future. The participants?answers
tact with Gazan urban dialect.
were audio- recorded, and
Jaffan dialect is a dialect orig- "t he Resul t s OFTHEPROPOSED then transcribed and coded
inally spoken in the city of
STUDYCANCONTRIBUTETOA for analysis.
Jaffa and introduced to Gaza
Significance: Most, if not all,
MORECOMPREHENSIVE
by Palestinian refugees who
of the research done on Gaza
arrived in Gaza following the LINGUISTICTHEORYOFLANGUAGE
is focused on political and
1948 Arab-Israeli war. Dialect CHANGEINAREASOFPOLITICAL
humanitarian issues; no recontact refers to the longsearch has been done on the
CONFLICT"
term linguistic consequences
linguistic consequences of
that result when speakers of different lanthe Palestinian- Israeli conflict, and the Gaza
guages or dialects come into contact through
context has not been investigated from a linmigration and mobility. My study aims to esguistic perspective. The results of the protablish where Palestinian refugees?spoken diposed study can contribute to a more comalects stand today after 68 years of displaceprehensive linguistic theory of language
ment, and the linguistic consequences this
change in areas of political conflict and social
mobility has had on their dialects. My hypothmobility by providing a perspective on the
esis is that older speakers of the Jaffan dialect,
processes and factors responsible for this lanwho are refugees in Gaza, maintain their origguage change. The findings of this study will
inal dialect, as they have strong social network
fill a gap in the literature on Palestinian Arabic
ties and positive attitudes towards their idenin light of the fact that reference grammar
tity and original dialect community. However,
books are available for most of the spoken
speech of young refugee speakers of the JafArabic dialects, but not Palestinian Arabic.
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My investigation is devoted to the
question of how to conceptualize or
to logically determine the suspenHet erot opias: Spaces sion of? or the intervention into?
the hegemonic political rationality
for t he Pract ice of
and its power technology. Within
Freedom.
this nexus of interests lies my field
Philosophical
Invest igat ions int o a research in Jerusalem's urban space.
The purpose of this research is to use
Spat ial Cat egory
the conceptual apparatus of heterotopia to depict specific urban spaces
in Jerusalem, and to analyze the efficacies of
Ibrahim Marazka is a PhD candidat e at
Purdue Universit y. He can be reached at these spaces on the possibilities and freedoms
of Palestinians. The study aims to develop a
imarazka@purdue.edu.
topology of these places and their analytical
The purpose of my current research lies in indescription as fields in which power relations,
vestigating conceptually the relation between subjectivity, and the body intersect.
space, power and human agency, in order to
The urban space of Jerusalem has attracted a
develop an account of human
freedom within a space do- "Thepur poseof t his r esear ch is number of theoretically and
empirically significant studminated by surveillance and
t o uset heconcept ual
ies. Although my research is
total administration. I apappar at us of het er ot opia t o informed by studies utilizing
proach this relation by critically examining Foucault?s depict specif ic ur ban spaces in Foucault's elaborations on
analysis of modern political Jer usal em, and t o analyze t he power, it approaches the
question with a different set
rationality and technologies
of power. In my dissertation, ef f icacies of t hesespaces on of concepts. Rather than in
entitled ?The Logical Status t he possibil it ies and f r eedoms terms of exception, e.g.
Agamben's state of excepof Heterotopia?, I investigate
of Pal est inians."
tion and spatial exception, I
Foucault?s concept of hetview the practices of occuerotopia, which I localize within the domain of
pation as part and parcel of the political ratiohis analysis of political rationality. Heterotopia is the name for a place defined within nality governing these practices. Furthermore,
borders and circumscribed by a space under most of these studies are primarily interested
certain rules, norms and power relations. The in analyzing the exercise of power; others do
place is finite and the experience of human not allow for Palestinian agency and resisbodies in it has a finite duration. Heterotopia tance. For my purposes, this is insufficient,
is not an irrational intervention within the because resistance and the exercise of power
are equally primordial. For these reasons, I
hegemonic political rationality; human subjects create through their interaction with this posit at the center of my analysis heterotopia
as a space in which agency and resistance can
space other rules, norms and political ratiopossibly materialize.
nality. Heterotopos, a compound word meaning ?other place,? enables human agency, because it allows the freedom to create other
rationalities and to follow them.

Ibr ahim mar azka
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concepts of trauma, resilience and
sumud, and explore the emerging body
of research on trauma and resilience
conducted in Palestine. Second, the
study seeks to identify coping strategies among Palestinians, elucidate the
mechanisms underlying Palestinians?
native capacity for resilience and
sumud? the capacity to resist, and how
Palestinians endure the toxic effects of
colonial violence.

SAID SHEHADEH& LENA MEARI

To answer these questions, we will
conduct focused interviews with
two groups of Palestinians who face
various modes of colonial repression
in the occupied West Bank. We will
Lena Meari is an Assist ant Prosupplement group interviews with
fessor at Birzeit Universit y. She
semi-structured, in-depth individual
can be reached at
interviews with members of both
lmiari@birzeit .edu.
groups. The first group will be comprised of
Much of the psychological theory and practice villagers in Nabi Saleh, who, for the past nine
of mental health services in Palestine is years, have been continuously subjected to viadopted from the Western discourse of olent repression by the Israeli colonial army
and have been actively resisting colonial octrauma, which tends to pathologize social suffering caused by colonial violence. We believe cupation of their land. The second group will
be comprised of former
this approach is problemPalestinian political prisonatic and morally compro" The st udy has t r emendous
ers who were tortured in
mising, as it misrepresents
t heor et ical , pr act ical , and
Israeli colonial prisons.
Palestinians as passive vicpol
it
ical
impl
icat
ions
f
or
t
he
tims of trauma, rather than
The study has tremendous
recognizing them as re- ment al heal t h f iel d in Pal est ine." theoretical, practical, and
silient survivors, enduring
polit ical implications for
and actively resisting colonization. The disthe mental health field in Palestine. Notably,
ease model of Western humanitarian psychiathe study would contribute to the developtry tends not to acknowledge the collective ment of positive strength-based interventions
dimension underlying political suffering, but that cultivate community resilience and fortify
rather seeks to frame all suffering as ?trauma? communities from within through harm rebased on individual deficits and impairments. duction (prevention). Furthermore, the proMoreover, such an approach directs actions ject seeks to make a significant contribution
towards medications and therapies, and obtoward the establishment of a local knowfuscates the fundamental problem of injustice. ledge base in psychological health that is inSaid Shehadeh is an Assist ant
Professor at Birzeit Universit y.
He can be reached at
said.shehadeh.psyd@gmail.com.

Reconceptualizing
Resilience from a
Palestinian
Perspective: A
Preliminary
Investigation

The objectives of this research project are
two- fold: First, it aims to provide a critical
analysis of the literature on the psychological

digenous to Palestinian society and operates
in accordance with its aspirations for
liberation.
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